
Dealing with Climate Change: 

the Victorian approach



Session aim

• To outline Victorian Framework

• Outline the impacts of current drought

• Understand the challenges posed by climate change

• Put forward a proposal for river management to cope 
with an uncertain future   

• Robust discussion and review



Session Outline 

1. Introduction – Jane Doolan
2. Victorian River Health Program - Gary Howell
3. Lessons from drought – the next evolution - Paul 

Bennett
4. Looking ahead – implications of climate change - Julia 

Reed
5. Can the framework cope? Policy challenges and 

responses - Jane Doolan
6. Panel Discussion – Prof. Peter Cullen, Prof. Angela 

Arthington, Prof. Gary Jones
7. General Questions and Discussion



Victorian River Health Management 
Framework

Gary Howell

Department of Sustainability and Environment



Victorian River Health Program



Regional Planning Framework



Regional River Health Strategies

• Identify priority (high community value) reaches
based on the social, economic and environmental river-related assets

• Understand key threats & develop suite of actions to 
protect/restore assets in priority reaches

• Set priorities for further issue-specific planning

• Set priorities for consideration for water recovery & improved 
environmental flow regimes



Assets based approach

Identify Assets

Value assets

Identify & assess 
threats to assets

Assets: an attribute of a river the 
community values & would be 
concerned asset were lost or 
degraded.

Enables prioritisation of waterways

Enables identification of 
management actions & 
works programs.



Inventory of Assets

Threats
Bank erosion
Bed stability
Barriers
Channel Modification
Flow deviation
WQ Trend
WQ Level
WQ Signal
Temperature
Algal Blooms
Exotic Flora
Degraded Riparian 
Vegetation
Introduced Fauna

Environmental Social Economic
Rarity
• Significant Flora / Fauna
• Significant EVC
• Wetland/Estuary

Significance
• Sites of Significance
Representativeness
• Representative River
Naturalness
• Natural

macroinvertebrate
communities

• Natural riparian
vegetation

• Natural fish populations
• Fish Migration
• Ecologically Healthy

River
Large Scale Significance
• Heritage River
• Ramsar wetland

Recreation
• Fishing
• Non motor boats
• Motor boats
• Camping
• Swimming
• Passive recreation

Cultural
• Sites of Cultural

Significance
• Land Claim
• European Heritage
• Listed landscape

Flagship Species

Irrigation water supply
Proclaimed water
supply catchments
Public infrastructure
Agricultural land
Tourism
Power generation
Ecosystem services



RiVERS Assets Register: Goulburn Broken



Priority River Reaches:  Goulburn Broken

Broken Catchment Goulburn Catchment



River Health Risk Assessment - Goulburn Broken



Priority River Reaches:  Goulburn Broken



Managing the Environmental Water Reserve

EWR Management

Establish initial EWR (Gov)

Manage EWR (CMAs/MW)
• EWR Operating strategies
• Liaise WA re passing flows
• Monitor effectiveness
• Account and Report
• Identify priority rivers for EWR 

review

Changes to EWR (Gov)
• SWS
• Long-term water resource 

assessment

River Health Management
• Integrated regional river health planning & 

implementation undertaken by CMAs/MW

Floodplain 
Mgt

Water 
Quality

Waterway
Mgt

Complementary

Works

Water Resource Allocation

Caps and bulk allocations 
& consumptive use

Licences Irrigation Supplies 
by 

agreement

Supplies 
to urban 

customers



Identifying environmental water needs for assets

Identify Environmental 
Assets

Vision of a 
Healthy Waterway

Develop Environmental 
Flow Objectives

Identify flow 
events/components 
to meet objectives

Quantify Flow 
Recommendations

1

2

3

4

5



Application in Yarra river
Environmental flow recommendations -Warrandyte



Strengths of the Victorian River Health Framework

• Clear Priorities – Assets Approach
Rivers of high community value (TBL)
Threats to assets - focus work program

• Integrated
Resource management
Integrated delivery mechanisms

• Clear roles, responsibilities and accountabilities
Regional planning & delivery within a state-wide policy framework.

• Adaptive Framework

GovernmentCMAs

Community



Drought and River Health
A rude awakening………..

Paul Bennett
Department of Sustainability and Environment 









Drought in Context

• Majority of unregulated rivers were on an irrigation ban last 
summer (approximately 200 rivers)

• Storages have been at record lows, including Wimmera 
storages at 7% at the end of winter

• On 1 July 2007, irrigation in regulated systems across 
Northern Victoria announced as zero

• Campaspe River flows were about 50 times lower than 
natural flows

• Currently 436 towns in Victoria of which 291 are on stage 4 
restrictions





What were the expectations

• Manage the risks to the environment
– Justify our actions if environmental 

water being used

• Contribute to finding a solution to 
the emergency
– assessing environmental risks of 

emergency supply options

– offer options (e.g. Delatite River)
– manage risks in the context of 

meeting emergency supplies

• Involve the community as part of 
the solutions



What we did in drought

Environmental management:

• Dry Inflow Contingency Plans  - drought plans for the 
environment:

– Maintaining refuge to allow for ecosystem recovery;

– Avoiding critical loss of priority species and communities;

– Avoiding catastrophic events; and

– Avoiding loss of priority areas where significant past investment 

in river health has occurred. 



What we did in drought

Environmental management:

• Drought Employment Scheme

– Goulburn Broken – 70 drought effected farmers employed

– $3.2 million ($10 million across Victoria)

– River restoration (e.g. fencing, stock exclusion, off-stream 

watering points, weed control)

• Started to ID the critical sites for watering including 
priorities, volumes and practical options for watering





What we did in drought

Environmental management (cont’d):

• Used consumptive water where we could (Campaspe River, 
Broken Creek)

• Evaluated other options (e.g. carting water to pools, captive 
breeding and restocking)

• Placed environmental water on the market and used the 
funds for river restoration to promote recovery

• Monitored to learn



What we did in drought

Water Supply Emergencies:

• Risk assessments of decreasing environmental flows
– Water supply system
– environment

• Risk = Likelihood * Consequence

• Hierarchy of supply
– Human health and safety
– Permanent crops
– Environment critical (maintaining refuge, avoid loss of 

species, avoid catastrophic events)



What we did in drought

Water Supply Emergencies:

• Agreements with water corporations (clarified their roles) 
particularly on payment for risk assessments, monitoring etc

• Developed Environmental Risk Plans (real-time including 
threshold triggers such as DO and pool depths)

• Borrow and payback in some cases

• Augmentation to stop further QoR (trade within caps)
– e.g.  Hamilton to purchase water efficiency savings in Wimmera
– No new major dams!



What we did in drought

Other activities:

• Analysed community reactions

• Fishkill protocol

• Fisheries Notices to protect large woody debris in storages

• Closed freshwater crayfish fishing in some rivers

• Investing in research – fish and drought



Key Lessons

• Limited short term tools at our disposal

• People don’t have an understanding of the current condition 
of rivers or that rivers/wetlands need water in droughts –
managing for assets not natural flows

• Clarify the role of water corporations in the recovery of 
rivers after drought

• Water planning – don’t over capitalise so a bad drought was 
always going to bite



Key Lessons

Immediate improvements to the River Health 
Framework:

• Incorporate refugia as a high value asset

• Started to refine the risk assessments but needs to be better

• Community acceptance (concept of 1-4 restriction policy for 
environment)

• DICP and WSDS for the environment



Drought on steroids

Climate change scenarios and 
consequences for Victorian river assets 

Julia Reed
Department of Sustainability and Environment



What if the drought doesn’t end

Need to understand potential impacts of 
climate change on:

– Water availability
– Ecological objectives

so we can consider our management 
approach 



Approach to assessing impact of CC 

For river reaches: 
• Identify high priority assets (RRHS)
• Flow components to protect assets 

(environmental flow studies) 
• Model impacts of CC on flow components

– Northern tribs: med – 27%, high – 46% streamflow
reduction

– Murray: med – 23%, high – 41%
• Assess impact on assets based on ecological 

needs and tolerances



Case studies

Two case studies to assess impacts on key 
flow component and hence ecological 
outcomes:
– Campaspe river - lower reach between 

Campaspe syphon and the Murray 
– Barmah Forest on the Murray

Data presented on comparison between 
current and step change scenarios



The Campaspe River

Priority assets

Riparian vegetation 
community

River Redgums

Native fish including 
Murray Cod, Golden & 
Silver Perch, 
Gudgeons

Macroinvertebrate
community

Channel form 



The Campaspe River



Flow components and objectives

Flow objectives established for following 
flow components:

• Summer/autumn low flow
• Summer/autumn freshes
• Winter/spring low flow
• Winter/spring freshes
• Winter/spring bankfull



Campaspe summer low flow objectives

Campaspe River Syphon to River Murray 
Flow 

Season Magnitude Frequency Duration
Rationale 

Summer 
/Autumn 
(Dec-May) 

Minimum 
10 ML/d 
(not more than 
50 ML/d) 

Annually 6 months 

• Habitat for aquatic plants 
• Fish habitat 
• Maintain slackwater habitat for juvenile fish 
• Prevent saline pool formation 
• Habitat for macroinvertebrates 

 

Functions
• Provides 0.4 m fresh water over saline pools
• Provides habitat for native fish, incl. slackwater for juveniles
• Provides suitable habitat for aquatic plants
• Provides suitable habitat for invertebrates



Campaspe - summer low flows
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Campaspe winter/spring freshes

Campaspe River Syphon to River Murray 
Flow 

Season Magnitude Frequency Duration
Rationale 

Winter/Spring Fresh 
>1500 ML/d 2 per year 4 days 

• Reduce encroachment of exotic plants 
• Enhance River red gum recruitment 
• Cue fish movement and allow connectivity 
• Habitat maintenance for macroinvertebrates 

(flushing) 
 
Key Functions

•Cue fish movement (late winter/spring)
•Inundate mid-channel benches - development of riparian veg  
community 
•Enhance River red gum regeneration late winter/spring –
sequencing of yrs important 



Campaspe winter freshes
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Implications for Campaspe assets

Native fish objectives:  

Habitat in summer (adult and larvae)
• Fail under both scenarios in summer (contact with saline pools 26% 

yrs under current, 47% under step change)
• May re-establish from Murray but would periodically die out

Spring fish movement and breeding cues:
• Current: adequate 
• Step change: high risk under due to long gaps between cues
• However populations lost most summers so provision of cues 

probably detrimental 



Implications for Campaspe assets

RRG recruitment:
• Current conditions: will recruit successfully
• Step change:  frequent failure of regeneration due to lack 

of follow up floods

Riparian vegetation community
• Current conditions:  Aquatic dominated riparian 

community achievable most of time (floods 63% of yr, 
max dry 3 yrs), 

• Step Change: not achievable – floods 24% of yrs, gaps 
too long - max dry 12 yrs



Barmah –RRG forest



Barmah – spoonbill chick



Climate Change effects: Barmah

High value assets:
– River Redgum communities
– Moira grass plain wetlands
– Colonial water birds
– Recruitment of big fish 
– Populations of small fish and frog populations
– Permanent wetlands (Myriophylum etc)



Barmah priority flow components: long 
duration low-mid level floods 

Priority flood component: long duration, mid level flood
• Min 4 month, mid level floods late winter/spring (min 18 000 ML/day) 
• min of 3 events in 10 years
• Max time between 5 years

Functions
Suitable area, depth, duration and timing for:  
• Colonial waterbird breeding
• Spawning/recruitment by large fish (cod etc)
• Moira grass plains
• Habitat for small fish, frogs, tortoises



Barmah priority flow components: short 
duration medium level floods

Priority flood component: short, mid-high level flood
• 1 month duration mid level floods (min 25 000 ML/day)
• Spring
• 1 in 2 years
• Max time between three years 

Functions
• River Redgum growth and recruitment
• Top-up permanent wetlands – fish, frog habitat



Barmah – comparison of natural and current

J A S O N

1961 1182.804 1591.869 1459.664 1215.565 718.368

1962 411.032 530.932 575.822 441.347 262.056

1963 488.107 692.001 592.702 767.091 439.87

1964 367.91 842.607 833.353 754.678 476.862

1965 1968.948 1398.448 1592.78 2248.966 989.548

1966 116.055 504.413 844.48 425.887 305.884

1967 401.36 839.246 1210.097 1218.491 755.059

1968 69.646 139.4 249.276 345.804 145.668

1969 447.881 1295.792 919.095 1575.579 967.603

1970 1072.13 792.94 1107.417 646.222 518.819

1971 1027.62 1911.148 2138.811 1345.242 910.203

1972 442.588 665.921 986.596 1388.133 1283.414

1973 352.672 567.993 576.128 333.359 177.628

1974 1405.402 1990.808 2500.471 1701.383 985.032

1975 2512.001 2447.43 2260.833 2937.613 1483.618

1976 1134.539 1702.661 2216.011 2854.402 1513.104

1977 187.82 326.039 441.703 1104.195 455.301

1978 526.197 599.316 495.545 412.027 210.39

1979 1087.281 1269.912 1265.606 1025.862 732.141

1980 251.277 486.792 1378.891 1685.841 572.934

1981 507.553 800.123 1033.56 789.645 483.4

J A S O N

508715 667545 1124698 884607 501001

183737 233698 140178 213573 280237

302019 326215 191603 261823 260009

262106 515245 335131 317998 235842

792142 1048914 653306 1269033 573931

126499 322389 392189 226152 271024

185439 370705 528180 333457 269573

139602 235355 381793 400617 317999

306278 608542 280442 341256 262696

334696 822193 521038 307663 501001

473681 1097092 1920982 877247 565748

311966 263171 609554 993053 1223764

164111 284621 391388 378320 265749

566818 1297690 1955478 1523064 740302

2235146 2514540 2381215 2758976 1342861

385311 1199782 2267216 2876259 1424173

103253 170316 176262 250432 218441

220480 129854 192104 229363 275785

385708 641414 482323 659808 527047

133775 216173 633635 988590 501000

235213 351070 310792 236903 521651

low 

low-mid level

mid-high level

Natural Current



Barmah floods – current and step change

J A S O N

1961 508715 667545 1124698 884607 501001

1962 183737 233698 140178 213573 280237

1963 302019 326215 191603 261823 260009

1964 262106 515245 335131 317998 235842

1965 792142 1048914 653306 1269033 573931

1966 126499 322389 392189 226152 271024

1967 185439 370705 528180 333457 269573

1968 139602 235355 381793 400617 317999

1969 306278 608542 280442 341256 262696

1970 334696 822193 521038 307663 501001

1971 473681 1097092 1920982 877247 565748

1972 311966 263171 609554 993053 1223764

1973 164111 284621 391388 378320 265749

1974 566818 1297690 1955478 1523064 740302

1975 2235146 2514540 2381215 2758976 1342861

1976 385311 1199782 2267216 2876259 1424173

1977 103253 170316 176262 250432 218441

1978 220480 129854 192104 229363 275785

1979 385708 641414 482323 659808 527047

1980 133775 216173 633635 988590 501000

1981 235213 351070 310792 236903 521651

J A S O N

402788 505214 345981 175775 228989

145683 191274 172153 453181 318000

263928 261501 187540 299469 286204

183605 368054 221579 299546 274114

556743 374510 492551 662001 501001

118788 257136 282694 282449 286834

144125 271405 414398 311255 317999

108877 189092 204700 296326 205445

244197 433881 186973 299304 302481

255298 256395 339884 329620 294385

320442 477806 594000 630979 501001

242283 225023 215359 214744 391894

145272 216200 263956 356983 388527

482928 701693 715531 864060 501000

823609 1262842 1432642 2012926 944060

254770 511939 1453324 2147946 1E+06

103436 190510 209543 281116 241202

185126 210809 244859 275794 272014

296507 468511 317999 257918 297324

119733 176749 496874 529669 289771

183581 241674 231516 289356 400459

low 

low-mid level

mid-high level

Current Step change



Impact on long Barmah floods

Frequency Longest periods 
between floods 
(yrs)

Natural 47% 5, 5, 3

Current 26% 9, 11, 11

Step change 7% 33, 30, 26



Impact on short, high Barmah floods

Frequency Longest periods 
between floods 
(yrs)

Natural 75% 2, 2, 2

Current 42% 11, 10, 6

Step change 12% 23, 22, 13



Implications for Barmah

Colonial waterbirds:
• Current: expect to be maintained though long drys a risk 
• Step change: Lost due to long drys (33, 30, 26 yrs) and infrequent floods 

(7%). Only live est. 15 yrs

Moira grass plains:
• Current: expect to maintain, though may retract.  
• Long drys are a risk but seeds should survive 
• Step change:  lost due to long drys (33, 30, 26 yrs), infrequent floods (7%) –

loss of seedbanks

Recruitment of large fish
• Current: expect adequate – long floods 26%yrs
• Step change: Unlikely to survive – very few floods, lower recruitment, 

declining condition of population 



Implications for Barmah

River Redgums: 
• Maintained under current though probably smaller trees (floods 42% 

of yrs)
• Some areas probably lost in long drys (max dry 11, 10, 6 yrs)  
• Shld be sufficient recruitment assuming min. 1 in 15 yrs adequate   
• Lost under step change – infrequent floods (12% yrs) and very long 

dry periods (23,22,13 yrs) 
• Dry periods too far apart for recruitment, seed banks lost

Permanent wetlands, fish, frogs
• Current: Shld survive – flood freq mainly sufficient, need env water 

allocation for long drys (can be delivered to low forest elevations)
• Step change: would not survive – floods too infrequent.



Information needs to predict and manage 
impacts

To predict impacts and develop management 
approaches, need to know:

• Tolerances - how long between drinks 
• Resilience – how many drys in  a row
• Refuges – what’s a refuge, how many, how big
• Recolonisation ability after dry periods



Now what

• Converted CC, incl. step change, predictions for 
inflows into likely impacts on sites and assets

• The predicted effects around extended droughts 
look dire  

• As river managers, we need to put considerable 
effort into determining how to deal with this 
eventuality 



Can the Framework Cope?

Policy challenges and responses

Dr Jane Doolan

Department of Sustainability and Environment



Challenge

Potential (but not certain) Future
• More frequent, longer droughts
• Much longer dry spells
• Less frequent floods



Why do we care now - Policy Pressure

Regional/Basin Water Planning

• Urban – plan for worst case

• Irrigation – understand impacts, industry future 
planning, use markets, change enterprises

• Environment 
– Maintaining current approach seen as “dreamworld”
– Need a clear policy approach which addresses risk



Future Management Approach

Aim
• Ensure river assets survive during dry sequences
• Provide capacity to recover during wetter years

Answer
• Tight and controlled management regime
• Making absolutely best use of environmental water
• Trading off environmental functions
• Changing management objectives, where necessary



Question

• Is the framework robust?
• Is it useful in facing uncertain future?
• Can it deliver tight and controlled 

management
• How does it need to change?

– What needs refining
– Better knowledge



Current Framework

• Clear management objectives
– Assets
– Which are high value

• Understand 
– Which assets dependent on flow
– What flow components and regime they require
– Other threatening processes

• Integrated Management programs
• Integrated River Manager incorporating environmental flow 

management
• Monitor – ISC, env flows
• Updated to cope with drought

• Can clearly assess likely impacts of flow changes on river assets –
severity, viability



What needs to change?

• Planning
• Environmental Flow Provision
• Integrated River Manager

– More sophisticated Environmental Flow management
– Integrated works programs

• Simulating natural flows with works
• Complementary restoration works

• Relationships with consumptive users
– Smart use of consumptive water
– Use of alternative water sources

• Funding
• Knowledge Base
• Process  for knowing when and how to change management 

objectives



Planning

• Needs to focus more on 
– drought refugia
– Maintaining key recovery mechanisms
– Understand dry spell tolerances

• RRHS
– Identify drought refugia
– Identify key source and pathways for recolonisation
– Include in assets register
– Identify as priority reaches

• Environmental Flow Studies
– Incorporate survival flows
– Identify maximum dry spell lengths
– Any recovery requirements eg river red gums

• Clear logic for action for flow management and complementary river works



Environmental Flow Provision

Balanced portfolio of water products to meet key 
asset needs

• High reliability
– Supply river base flows in normal years
– Supply refugia in drought years

• Low reliability
– Create freshes
– Piggy-back on high natural flows to create flushes, 

anabranch watering, wetland and floodplain watering 



Environmental Flow Provision

• Range of water products
– lease-back
– forward purchase 
– water leasing
– ‘put’ options

• Understand key environmental assets 
requirements and tailor portfolio



Integrated River Manager

More sophisticated environmental flow 
management  needs 

• Flexibility
• Freedom to operate
• Friends
• Lateral thinking



Sophisticated Environmental Flow Management

Flexibility
• Operating rules to make efficient use

– Carry-over
– Extended use periods

• Credits for return flows – re-using environmental water
• Capacity to 

– Convert security – low to high
– Move between river systems where possible

• Access to water market
– Temporary to top-up
– More active trader??



Sophisticated Environmental Flow Management

Freedom to operate
• Community Acceptance to use environmental 

water
• Acceptance to be a player in water market

– Clear regulatory environment for trading 
– Ways to retain $$ and use to meet requirements

• Clear accountability
• Clear coordination mechanisms i.e. connected 

river systems e.g. Vic tribs to Murray



Environmental Flow Management

Friends
• Third party investment in environmental water
• NGOs holding water with coordinated delivery 

mechanisms
• Storage/system manager

Lateral thinking
• Investment in environmental flows in upstream reaches 

by downstream users for drought exemptions / increased 
security



Integrated Works Programs

Simulating natural flows with works
• Regulators 

– allow water to wetlands, floodplains at normal river heights
– hold less water for longer durations

• Pumping e.g. Hattah Lakes
• Weir Manipulation – to wet/dry connected wetlands
• Connecting channels/pipes to irrigation/river systems

Trade-offs
• Not necessarily able to meet all objectives e.g. river red 

gums vs fish



Integrated Works Programs

• Continue complementary restoration programs
– Flows
– Water quality
– Riparian land
– Instream habitat
– Longitudinal connectivity

• Ensure survival during drought
• Provide pathways for recolonisation
• Promote recovery during wetter years



Relationships with Consumptive Users

• Smart use of consumptive water 
– e.g. IVT water for lower Campaspe

• Integrated environmental flow manager can 
identify opportunities

• Storage/system manager 
– Multiple objectives
– Environmental obligation

• Use of alternative water sources
– Recycled water, stormwater

• Situation is a shared problem by all users
– Creates opportunities e.g. northern Vic modernisation



Funding/Knowledge

• Funding
– Active, controlled management costs $$
– Water prices with true environmental externalities
– Water trading to support activities – risks

• Knowledge Base
– Key refugia characteristics
– Ecological tolerances/thresholds
– Resilience – how often/how long under severe stress
– Recolonisation factors
– Ongoing monitoring of asset condition



Changing Management Objectives

Framework allows
• Identification of river assets which not able to be maintained after 

examination
– All works/water options
– Smart use of consumptive water

• Changing management objectives
– Give up on river assets – one-by-one
– Give up on river components – e.g. no floodplain
– Change from perennial to ephemeral

• When
– Tie to statutory review of water resources
– Identification of triggers e.g. Failure of key ecological thresholds (twice in a row)
– Routine monitoring shows asset no longer present



Proposal

Current Framework – good basis but needs
Planning

– river assets include refugia and recolonisation paths
– Understanding asset water requirements, dry tolerances and thresholds

• Environmental Flow Provision
– a balanced water portfolio that meets river asset needs

• Integrated River Manager
– Capable of sophisticated Environmental Flow management
– Can trade if required
– Regulatory environment to do what it needs to 
– Can build works to economise on water
– Undertakes all complementary water quality and habitat work

• Relationships with consumptive users
– Smart use of consumptive water
– Use of alternative water sources

• Community Understanding and Acceptance
• Funding
• Knowledge Base
• Process  for knowing when and how to change management objectives
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